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Abstract 9 

 10 

Sediment routing fundamentally influences channel morphology and propagation of disturbances 11 

such as debris flows. The transport and storage of bedload particles across headwater channel 12 

confluences, which may be significant nodes of the channel network in terms of sediment 13 

routing, morphology, and habitat, are poorly understood, however. We investigated patterns and 14 

processes of sediment routing through headwater confluences by comparing them to published 15 

results from lower-gradient confluences and by comparing the dispersive behavior of coarse 16 

bedload particles between headwater confluence and non-confluence reaches. We addressed 17 

these questions with a field tracer experiment using passive-integrated transponder and radio-18 

frequency identification technology in the East Fork Bitterroot River basin, Montana, USA. 19 

Within the confluence zone, transport occurred along scour-hole margins in narrow, efficient 20 

transport corridors that mirror those observed in prior studies, many of which are from finer-21 

grained systems. Coarse particles entering confluences experienced reduced depositional 22 

probabilities relative to a control reach. Analysis of the distribution of particle transport lengths 23 

suggested that variation in the spatial distribution of coarse sediment particles was enhanced by 24 

passing through confluences. We suggest that equilibrium confluences can enhance sediment 25 

transport through headwater networks.  26 

 27 

 28 

 29 

 30 



1 Introduction 31 

 32 

The transport and storage of mobile sediment particles through channel networks, i.e., sediment 33 

routing (Swanson and Fredriksen, 1982), link sediment supply, flow, and channel morphology 34 

and thereby regulate channel evolution (Church, 2002; Church 2006). In headwater regions, 35 

where hillslope-channel connectivity is strong, storage and downstream routing of sediment 36 

inputs reflect the influence of spatially and temporally variable forcing by hillslope (e.g., debris 37 

flows) and fluvial processes (Montgomery and Buffington, 1997; Brooks and Brierley, 1997; 38 

Prosser et al., 2001; Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007). Discrete pulses of coarse sediment delivered 39 

to streams can travel downstream as a translating bedload wave, by dispersion, or by a 40 

combination of translation and dispersion (Lisle et al., 2001; Sklar et al., 2009).  41 

 42 

Analyses of dispersion based on the premise that particle motion is a random walk have 43 

represented downstream transport as a series of intermittent steps and rests (Einstein, 1937). This 44 

approach has informed flume and field studies seeking to identify characteristic probability 45 

distributions of step length and rest periods (e.g., Hubbell and Sayre, 1964; Yang and Sayre, 46 

1971; Bradley et al., 2010). Statistical distributions, including exponential, gamma, and Pareto 47 

functions, have been found to approximate spatial distributions of bedload-particle displacements 48 

in flume and field conditions (e.g., Hassan et al., 1991; Bradley and Tucker, 2012; Martin et al., 49 

2012; Haschenburger, 2013, Phillips et al., 2013). These statistical models have been used to 50 

approximate dispersive regimes in various gravel-bed channel morphologies, including plane-51 

bed (Bradley and Tucker, 2012), pool-riffle (Liébault et al., 2012; Milan, 2013), and braided 52 

systems (Kasprak et al., 2014). Many model functions may be applicable, however, because 53 

morphologic features and hydraulics can produce characteristic local dispersive regimes (Pyrce 54 

and Ashmore, 2003). Long-term tracer experiments have noted evolving spatial distributions of 55 

bedload particles, suggesting that best-fit statistical distributions may differ depending on the 56 

degree of vertical mixing, often a function of time (Haschenburger, 2013). As a result, dispersion 57 

models predicting a smooth spatial distribution may not adequately capture the true dispersive 58 

behavior of bedload particles across multiple channel morphologies.  59 

 60 



The dispersive behavior of coarse sediment particles has also been considered in terms of 61 

changes in the variance of particle displacements with time (e.g., Phillips et al., 2013). Sediment 62 

dispersion is thus treated as analogous to one-dimensional diffusion in the downstream direction, 63 

with potential diffusion dynamics that include normal diffusion, where the variance of particle 64 

displacements increases linearly with time, and anomalous diffusion, which includes both 65 

superdiffusion and subdiffusion, when variance increases more quickly or more slowly with time 66 

than the linear case, respectively (Metzler and Klafter, 2000; Nikora et al., 2002; Olinde and 67 

Johnson, 2015). Improved understanding of variability in dispersive regimes among channel 68 

types and other controls on sediment dispersion is needed, however, to facilitate sediment-69 

routing predictions.  70 

 71 

Nodes of the channel network that may be especially important with respect to sediment routing 72 

are tributary confluences, where point sources of flow and sediment connect tributary to trunk 73 

streams. The importance of confluences in sediment routing, as well as their morphologic 74 

significance, may depend on factors including drainage densities (i.e., frequency of confluences; 75 

Benda et al., 2004), the magnitude and frequency of disturbances such as debris flows (Benda 76 

and Dunne, 1997; Hoffman and Gabet, 2007), and the relative differences in flow, sediment 77 

caliber, and load between tributaries and the trunk streams they enter (Figure 1) (Knighton, 1980; 78 

Richards, 1980, Ferguson et al., 2006, Swanson and Meyer, 2014). Morphological effects 79 

stemming from disturbance-derived confluence deposits may extend spatially, well beyond the 80 

area of flow convergence, and temporally, persisting for ~10
2
 – 10

4
 years (Lancaster and 81 

Casebeer, 2007). Study of confluences in light of disturbance deposits and morphological 82 

heterogeneity has led to the Network Variance Model (NVM, Benda et al., 2004), which 83 

considers the spatial arrangement of confluences in river networks and how they affect local and 84 

non-local channel morphological characteristics. Channel confluences also represent biological 85 

“hot spots”, forcing spatial heterogeneity in habitat types and in various habitat metrics and 86 

influencing longitudinal distributions of aquatic organisms (Rice et al., 2001; Gomi et al., 2002).  87 

 88 

Whereas sediment dynamics and morphology of headwater confluences can be primarily 89 

influenced by disturbances such as debris flows (Benda and Dunne, 1997), what we refer to as 90 

“equilibrium” confluence morphology, reflecting feedbacks between flow hydraulics, sediment 91 



transport, and morphology, can also develop and persist (Figure 1). Such confluences are well-92 

studied in sand and gravel-bed river systems and typically feature a central scour hole, tributary-93 

mouth bars, and bank-attached bars at areas of flow recirculation and stagnation (Best, 1987; 94 

Rhoads, 1987; Best, 1988; Roy and Bergeron, 1990; Biron et al., 1996; Boyer, 2006; Rhoads et 95 

al., 2009; Ribeiro et al., 2012). Physical controls on confluence hydraulics and associated 96 

morphology include junction angle (ϴ), bed discordance (zd), discharge ratio (Qr) (Figure 1), and 97 

upstream planform curvature (Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Best, 1987; Biron et al., 1996; Rhoads 98 

and Sukholodov, 2004; Boyer et al., 2006; Constantinescu et al., 2012; Ribeiro et al., 2012). 99 

Sediment transport through equilibrium confluences, however, is poorly understood (Best and 100 

Rhoads, 2008), limiting understanding of how confluences influence local and network-scale 101 

patterns of sediment routing. 102 

 103 

In this study we assess how coarse bedload particles are routed through equilibrium confluences   104 

in a mountain river headwaters. We address two questions: i) How do sediment routing patterns 105 

through headwater confluences compare to those described in other, primarily lower-gradient 106 

gravel-bed river systems? ii) How do confluences affect the dispersive behavior of coarse 107 

bedload particles compared to non-confluence reaches? We address these questions with a tracer 108 

experiment conducted through two headwater confluences and a non-confluence control reach. 109 

We compare stochastic models of sediment transport and dispersion (Einstein, 1937; Hubbell 110 

and Sayre, 1964; Yang and Sayre, 1971) and a dimensionless impulse framework (Phillips et al., 111 

2013) to observed tracer behavior to explore the effects of confluences on sediment routing. We 112 

also evaluate our results and their implications in the context of theory regarding confluences and 113 

sediment routing through headwater networks. Our study contributes to the growing body of 114 

work on particle dispersion and transport dynamics in mountain rivers and is, to our knowledge, 115 

the first to investigate these topics with respect to sediment routing through confluences in a field 116 

setting.  117 

 118 

2 Methods 119 

 120 

Here we describe our study area and the preparation, deployment, and measurement of coarse-121 

bedload tracer particles. We then describe the analyses we conducted that allow comparison of 122 



particle displacement through the study confluences to that of the control reach and prior 123 

transport studies in gravel-bed river systems. This involved assessment of displacement 124 

distributions and a dimensionless impulse, with the goal of evaluating and comparing dispersive 125 

regimes. Additional details on these analyses, beyond what is provided below, are in 126 

Supplemental Information and Imhoff (2015). 127 

 128 

2.1 Study area 129 

 130 

We selected a study area in the East Fork Bitterroot (EFB) River basin in western Montana, USA 131 

(Figure 2) that is typical of semiarid, snowmelt-dominated, montane headwater systems. This 132 

location lacks recent physical disturbances (e.g., post-wildfire debris flows) and contains 133 

confluences exhibiting characteristics of the equilibrium morphology described above. The field 134 

site drains 298 km
2
 of forested and alpine mountainous terrain, in both the Sapphire Mountains 135 

and Pintler Range, ranging in elevation from 1584 m to 2895 m. Sediment supplied to channels 136 

is comprised of quartzite, argillite, siltite, and feldspathic granitic rock, eroded from 137 

metasedimentary Belt Supergroup and Idaho Batholith sources. Annual precipitation is about 0.6 138 

m yr
-1

, based on data from the Tepee Point weather station 1.4 km from the EFB (Western 139 

Regional Climate Center Remote Automated Weather Station, 2015). Runoff is dominated by 140 

spring snowmelt, with flows capable of mobilizing coarse bedload typically occurring in similar 141 

streams between March and July. Human influences from roads and other land uses are minimal 142 

in the study area. 143 

 144 

Two tributary confluences mark the upstream and downstream extent of the study area. These 145 

are herein referred to as the upper confluence, where Moose Creek and Martin Creek combine, 146 

and, 1 km downstream, the lower confluence, where Martin Creek enters the EFB. The tributary 147 

and mainstem stream of each study confluence are considered as separate reaches, for the 148 

purpose of separately considering incipient motion and transport behavior of tracers starting in 149 

each. Between the study confluences is a plane-bed control reach. Combined discharge in the 150 

upper confluence is approximately half that of the lower confluence.  151 

 152 



Because the site is ungauged, we installed HOBO-U20 water level loggers to record stage at 15-153 

minute intervals during the 2014 study period. One transducer was placed along a surveyed-cross 154 

section of the bed at each study reach. We also periodically manually measured water surface 155 

elevations and, during wadeable conditions, stream velocities. Above-average flows during the 156 

study period reflected that year’s large snowpack.  Snow water equivalent at SNOTEL sites 157 

within 50 km of the study area registered above 150% of normal on 1 April 2014 158 

(http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/snow/). We estimated the spring 2014 peak flow to have a 3.5 to 159 

4-year recurrence interval, based on transducer data, flood-frequency regression equations 160 

developed for western Montana streams (Parrett and Johnson, 2004), and analysis of a 161 

downstream US Geological Survey gage. Flood flows peaked between 25 May and 4 June 2014 162 

(Figure 3).  163 

 164 

To characterize study-reach morphology, we completed topographic surveys and grain-size 165 

measurements. Topography was surveyed using a Leica TS06 total station during the initial 166 

tracer deployment (March 2014), before spring runoff high flows, and the summer (July-167 

September) recovery campaign. Topographic surveys entailed longitudinal profiles, to determine 168 

slope, and cross-sections at the location of pressure transducers, for use in the incipient motion 169 

estimates described below. We also surveyed bedform extents to produce a bedform map. 170 

Surface grain size distributions were measured using Wolman pebble counts across each study 171 

reach. Channel slopes, dimensions, grain sizes, and confluence characteristics are shown in Table 172 

1 (also see Supplemental Information).  173 

 174 

2.2 Bedload tracer preparation, deployment, and measurement 175 

 176 

Our study employed passive-integrated transponder (PIT) and radio-frequency identification 177 

(RFID) technology for tagging and tracing bedload particles. PIT tags are highly recoverable, 178 

durable, and cost-effective relative to other particle tracing methods (e.g., Lamarre et al., 2005; 179 

Bradley and Tucker, 2012; Chapuis et al., 2015). Moreover, PIT-tagging allows for analyses of 180 

transport of both bed-material populations and specific subsets of the grain population (e.g., by 181 

size, shape, lithology), displacement distributions and their evolution over time, and other 182 

aspects of transport dynamics. 183 



 184 

We collected gravel and cobble particles from Moose Creek, upstream of our study reaches, in 185 

January 2014 for tagging. Using a 1-hp drill press, holes 8 mm wide by 30 mm long were drilled 186 

using a ~0.8 mm diamond-tipped drill bit. We tagged cobbles with median axes mostly between 187 

60 and 130 mm (Figure 4, Table 2). Many of the tracer particles were larger than the bed D50 188 

(Table 1), because particles with b-axes below 45 mm often fractured during drilling. We 189 

assumed our tracer particles, which fell within the D37 to D70 size fraction of bed materials, to be 190 

representative of the coarser fraction of mobile bedload particles. The results and interpretation 191 

of our sediment tracers thus do not apply for the entire mobile bedload population in this system. 192 

 193 

The PIT tags used in this study are 12 mm and 23 mm half-duplex, reour seedad-only tags from 194 

Oregon RFID. Vertical read range varies based on tag orientation, battery level, noise proximity, 195 

and other factors, but is generally 0.25 to 0.5 m. Previous work has identified horizontal and 196 

vertical detection ranges at 0.5 m (Lamarre et al., 2005) and 0.25 m (Bradley and Tucker, 2012). 197 

Chapuis et al. (2014) assessed RFID detection ranges and observed higher uncertainty in radial 198 

detection distance than reported in other studies. Uncertainty in tracer position is highest for 199 

solitary, buried tracers, which are not visible via snorkel survey and have the largest detection 200 

radius; clusters of buried tracers, in contrast, have reduced detection ranges via tag interference. 201 

We oriented the antenna parallel to the surface of the bed, at a height of about 0.2 m (after 202 

Chapuis et al., 2014). For our analysis, we considered tracer movement below the threshold of 203 

detection as immobile and assigned a travel distance of 0 m (after Phillips and Jerolmack, 2014). 204 

Particles moving beyond the threshold of detection were labeled the “mobile” fraction. In total, 205 

428 cobble and gravel tracers were prepared for deposition into the three study reaches (Table 2). 206 

 207 

We installed the PIT-tagged tracers before the onset of the spring snowmelt, in late March and 208 

early April 2014. Our seeding method involved loosely seeding tracer particles on the bed 209 

surface near the channel thalweg in a grid (Figure 5). Mimicking the arrangement of fluvially-210 

deposited gravels and minimizing the influence of the initial condition of particle deployment is 211 

a challenge in tracer studies, but a regular grid such as ours provides a reproducible initial 212 

condition and is consistent with previous work (Ferguson and Wathen, 1998). A sparse grid like 213 

the one employed here minimizes disturbance to the bed and flow field (Bradley and Tucker, 214 



2012) while simultaneously avoiding “confusing” the PIT tag detection equipment, which 215 

encounters issues when dealing with clusters of particles (Chapuis et al., 2014). The gridded 216 

surface ranged from 7–13 m wide. We deployed PIT-tagged tracers at equal distances upstream 217 

from the confluence in each tributary. Initial tracer positions were recorded using the total 218 

station.  219 

 220 

Field recovery campaigns to detect tracer locations and measure particle displacement took place 221 

after recession of high flows, once the streams were wadeable. The bed was scanned with a 0.5 222 

m diameter loop antenna in conjunction with a backpack reader. Once a tracer was located, the 223 

loop antenna was brought towards its detection field from all directions. This helped to identify 224 

other tracers in a cluster by reading different tags first, depending on the direction the cluster is 225 

approached. Each tracer’s position was recorded using the total station. The uncertainty 226 

associated with individual total station measurements of tracer position and travel distance is 227 

±0.20 m (Bradley and Tucker, 2012). We also employed a snorkel survey to identify if tracers 228 

were buried or clustered together. Visible tracers were occasionally surrounded by other tracers 229 

in shallow pockets. At all sites, we scanned with the loop antenna for 200 m downstream of the 230 

last detected particle to limit omission of any far-traveling tracers, which influence the tail 231 

character of displacement distributions. The position of far-traveling tracers was recorded with a 232 

Trimble GEOXH 6000 GPS.  233 

 234 

2.3 Particle displacement distributions 235 

To evaluate observed particle displacement distributions across our study site, we tested the 236 

applicability of two stochastic models of sediment transport and dispersion: the Einstein-237 

Hubbell-Sayre (EHS; Hubbell and Sayre, 1964) and Gamma-Exponential models (GEM; Yang 238 

and Sayre, 1971). These models were chosen following previous tracer experiments, particularly 239 

Bradley and Tucker (2012), who tested the fit of the EHS and GEM functions to displacement 240 

distributions measured using PIT tags in Halfmoon Creek, Colorado, USA. Halfmoon Creek has 241 

similarities in terms of slope, grain size, width, plane-bed morphology, and snowmelt hydrology 242 

to our study sites and is thus suitable for comparison with our results. The EHS and GEM models 243 

differ by modeling step lengths using either exponential (EHS) or gamma (GEM) distributions, 244 

resulting in step-length distributions that decrease monotonically (EHS) or vary more flexibly 245 



(GEM), as described in more detail in Bradley and Tucker (2012) and in our Supplemental 246 

Information. We compared EHS and GEM fits to our confluence and non-confluence transport 247 

data, with the goal of comparing bulk routing characteristics between the two reach types. In 248 

doing so we apply models that approximate step length to test against observed displacement, 249 

which for an individual particle may include multiple steps across the 2014 hydrograph.  250 

 251 

To further investigate displacement distributions, we assessed dimensionless transport distances 252 

of each tracer by scaling each tracer’s transport distance (Xi) by its median diameter (Di).  We 253 

then calculated normalized transport distance, Xn (after Phillips et al., 2013):  254 

 255 

Xn =  

Xi
Di

<
X

D
>

                         (1) 256 

 257 

where (<X/D>) is the mean displacement length for the 2014 flood at each study reach. In 258 

addition, we analyzed cumulative exceedance distributions of tracer travel distance for each 259 

study reach to assess tail character (after Hassan et al., 2013). This was achieved by measuring 260 

the rate of decay of the exceedance distribution tail, P(X>x), where X is a travel distance beyond 261 

the user-determined start of the tail, x. The log-log slope of decay (α) distinguishes between 262 

heavy-tailed (α < 2) and thin-tailed (α>2) distributions (Metzler and Klafter, 2000; Olinde and 263 

Johnson, 2015). We considered <X/D> to be a suitable parameter to test in the context of 264 

comparing our tracer data to thin-tailed transport models. These analyses offer a comprehensive 265 

approach to investigating whether the overall distribution of particles evolves in a significantly 266 

different way when being routed through confluences, as opposed to the plane-bed control reach.  267 

 268 

2.4 Dimensionless impulse 269 

We also analyzed tracer data with respect to a cumulative dimensionless impulse I*, that links 270 

particle displacement to the duration of flow above the threshold of motion (Phillips et al., 2013), 271 

as follows: 272 

 273 

I∗ =  ∫
(Ue

∗ )dt

D50

tf

ti
             (2) 274 

 275 



where ti and tf are start and end times, respectively, for flow above a critical threshold of motion 276 

of bed materials, and U
*

e is excess shear velocity, which is the difference between the shear 277 

velocity (U
*
) and the critical shear velocity (Uc

*
) associated with initial motion of bed particles. 278 

Flume studies have identified that a mobilized sediment particle shows a total displacement that 279 

is proportional to U
*
e (Lajeunesse et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2012). Shear velocity is equal to 280 

(gRS)
0.5

, where g is gravitational acceleration, R is hydraulic radius, and S is channel slope. For 281 

the critical condition (Uc
*
), Rc is critical hydraulic radius associated with the mobilization of the 282 

average-sized tracer particle and can be back-calculated from critical Shields number (𝜏𝑐
∗), a non-283 

dimensional shear stress associated with incipient motion of particles in a flow: 284 

 285 

τc
∗ =  

ρgRcS

(ρs−ρw)gD50
          (3) 286 

 287 

where ρs is sediment bulk density (assumed to equal 2650 kg m
-3

) and ρw is water density (1000 288 

kg m
-3

). 289 

 290 

We used I* to compare tracer transport distances against the cumulative excess shear velocity 291 

imparted on grains. We determined I* for each of our five seed reaches and, as a means of 292 

comparing confluence and non-confluence reaches, evaluated the extent to which each data set 293 

deviated from a linear relationship between <X/D> and I*, which can be considered indicative of 294 

a difference in dispersive regimes (Phillips et al., 2013). 295 

 296 

Because our tracer equipment could not directly detect initial motion conditions, we estimated 𝜏𝑐
∗ 297 

using two different empirical approaches, which we selected based on their derivation in gravel-298 

bed systems similar to our study sites and our ability to measure required inputs. For the first 299 

estimate, we used Mueller et al.’s (2005) reference dimensionless shear stress relation for steep 300 

gravel and cobble-bed rivers: 301 

 302 

τc,Mueller 
∗ ≈ τr

∗   =  2.18S + 0.021                  (4) 303 

 304 

where 𝜏𝑟
∗ is a reference shear stress, which we assume is similar to  𝜏𝑐

∗ (after Mueller et al., 305 

2005). One of the study rivers in Mueller et al. (2005), Halfmoon Creek, is similar to our study 306 



site, as described above. For a second estimate of 𝜏𝑐
∗, we used Recking’s (2013) mobility shear 307 

stress (𝜏𝑚
∗ ) equation, which was empirically developed using bedload transport data from gravel-308 

bed transport studies in mountain streams: 309 

 310 

𝜏𝑐,𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔
∗ ≈ 𝜏𝑚

∗  = (5𝑆 + 0.06)(
𝐷84

𝐷50
)4.4√𝑆−1.5.        (5) 311 

 312 

Analogously to Eq. (5), we assume 𝜏𝑚
∗  approximates 𝜏𝑐

∗ (after Recking, 2013). 313 

 314 

These two estimates for 𝜏𝑐
∗ were paired with stage data to estimate the cumulative duration of 315 

flow above the threshold of motion, which is difficult to measure directly (Charru et al., 2004). 316 

At each seed reach, we used pressure transducer data to identify the critical flow depth (hc) that 317 

corresponds with the Rc for initiating sediment motion, thus linking stage data to estimates of 318 

channel-averaged U
*
 during the 2014 flood hydrograph. Estimates of U

*
e were then integrated 319 

across the 2014 hydrograph to estimate I*. Because Eq. (2) is restricted to flow above the 320 

threshold of sediment motion, I* limits the frequency-magnitude distribution of U* to conditions 321 

relevant to estimated sediment transport and only considers the momentum excess imparted by 322 

the flow on sediment particles. This approach adopts the simplifying assumption of a constant 323 

U
*
c for a given field site (after Phillips et al., 2013), although we recognize that U

*
c likely varies 324 

in both space and time. 325 

 326 

3 Results 327 

 328 

3.1 Field observations of tracer displacement 329 

 330 

We recovered 68–86% of the seeded tracers, depending on the reach (Table 2). Recovery was 331 

greatest within study reaches with low D84 values and short transport distances, including the 332 

control reach and Moose Creek (Table 2). Our recovery rate is comparable to recent tracer 333 

studies using RFID technology: 25–78% (Liébault et al., 2012), 93–98% (Bradley and Tucker, 334 

2012), 62–100% (Phillips et al., 2013), 40% (Chapuis et al., 2015).   335 

 336 



Similar percentages of recovered tracers (41, 39, and 50%) left each seed reach. At the upper 337 

confluence, tracer configurations within the seed reach retained the signature of their gridded 338 

spatial pattern in Moose Creek after movement but not in Martin Creek, which contained more 339 

boulders to facilitate trapping and clustering of particle tracers (Figure 5). Particles seeded in 340 

Moose Creek also constituted the majority of tracers exported into the confluence itself. 341 

Deposition within the confluence primarily correlated to depositional bars flanking the scour 342 

hole (Figure 6). Particles deposited within the scour hole were segregated by contributing stream. 343 

Tracers from the upper confluence seed reaches had short travel distances and, even after being 344 

mobilized, remained within the confluence zone (Figure 6). 345 

 346 

Particles recovered in the lower confluence largely retained the signature of the gridded 347 

arrangement of their initial positioning at both seed reaches, even after mobilization. The relative 348 

contribution of tracers into the confluence was more evenly distributed than in the upper 349 

confluence: 55% of deposited tracers came from the East Fork, with the remaining 45% from 350 

Martin Creek. Similar to the upper confluence, tracer particles remained segregated as they 351 

progressed through the confluence, stranding preferentially on bank-attached depositional bars. 352 

Deposition within the scour hole was limited and segregated, further agreeing with the upper 353 

confluence. An additional group of tracers, seeded at the upstream junction corner, were 354 

immobile. Similar to the upper confluence, large boulders were effective in trapping mobile 355 

tracer particles. Of the recovered tracers in the entire lower confluence, 23% left the confluence 356 

zone completely, with 58% of post-confluence tracers originating in the East Fork and 42% from 357 

Martin Creek. Recovered particles downstream of the lower confluence cease to be segregated 358 

after about 30 m, and were recovered approximately in the channel center. 359 

 360 

3.2 Particle displacement distributions 361 

 362 

The Einstein-Hubbell Sayre (EHS) and Yang-Sayre (GEM) models provided similar-quality fits 363 

to each other in all study reaches (Figure 7). The Yang-Sayre GEM provides the most accurate 364 

fit, with a slight R
2
 advantage ranging from 0.01 to 0.001. Both the EHS and GEM models 365 

accurately approximate the slowest-moving tracer bins, generally overestimate the probabilities 366 

of mid-range bins, and underestimate the probabilities of fast-moving bins that correspond to the 367 



tail of the displacement probability distribution. In the control reach, fast tracer bins generally 368 

have a smaller residual than in the confluence study reaches. The models fit the lower confluence 369 

tracers better than the upper confluence tracers (Table 3). In all reaches but Martin Creek (lower 370 

confluence), the average transport distance of our data exceeded model estimates (Table 3).  371 

 372 

At the upper confluence, mobile tracers entering the confluence zone exhibited a distinct step in 373 

the spatial distribution of tracer positions, denoting enhanced transport and reduced depositional 374 

probabilities (Figure 8, after Haschenburger, 2013). Enhanced transport is also evident for tracers 375 

routing through the lower confluence reaches (Figure 8): a distinct step is evident for tracers 376 

entering the confluence, where the probability of deposition decreases for the duration of time 377 

spent within the confluence zone. The control reach lacks significant steps and instead features a 378 

smooth decay indicative of consistent depositional rates with distance downstream. 379 

 380 

Dimensionless displacement distributions deviate from a best-fit exponential distribution at 381 

distances beyond approximately twice the average normalized transport distance (Figure 9). In 382 

evaluating Xn, tracers in the upper confluence reaches do not travel as far relative to the 383 

population mean as those in other seed reaches. Tail character in confluence populations 384 

generally showed smaller α values than the control reach, corresponding to heavier tails and 385 

greater dispersive growth (Figure 10). The point of origin of the tail is user-defined, however, 386 

and varying the start point changes the resulting slope of the exceedance tail. We therefore 387 

assessed tail character at multiple points above the 75
th

 percentile of tracer displacement 388 

distance, to test the sensitivity of tail designation. None of the study reaches cross the thin-heavy 389 

threshold (α=2) by varying the tail start point. We thus chose to define the tail as beginning at the 390 

80
th

 tracer percentile. Only Moose Creek shows a thinner tail in the exceedance probability 391 

distribution than the control reach. Martin Creek (at both the upper and lower confluences) 392 

exhibits a heavy-tail, while Moose Creek, the control reach, and East Fork Bitterroot are thin-393 

tailed. The data do not distinguish whether transport through confluences is thin or heavy-tailed, 394 

rather suggesting that distributions of tracers moving through confluences are generally 395 

“heavier” and exhibit a higher proportion of tracers traveling far distances than in the plane-bed 396 

reach. 397 

 398 



3.3 Dimensionless impulse 399 

Our estimates of critical Shields number ranged from 0.056 to 0.109 (Table 4), slightly larger 400 

than often-assumed values of 𝜏𝑐
∗ ( e.g., 𝜏𝑐

∗=0.045; Church, 2006). For all study reaches, 401 

𝜏𝑐,𝑀𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟
∗  values (Eq. 4) were lower than the 𝜏𝑐,𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔

∗  values (Eq. 5), resulting in 402 

correspondingly lower U
*
c values. These calculations indicate that flow exceeded the threshold 403 

of motion for 8–37 (𝜏𝑐,𝑀𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟
∗ ) or 1–17 (𝜏𝑐,𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔

∗ ) days, with the lower confluence experiencing 404 

the longest duration above the critical level. The distribution of U* and I* scale with channel 405 

dimensions and peak discharge, with the upstream confluence seed reaches experiencing smaller 406 

U* and I* values than the control reach and lower confluence (Table 4). Moose Creek, for 407 

example, is wider and shallower than Martin Creek at the upper confluence, and requires a larger 408 

discharge increase to move from the Mueller to Recking incipient motion threshold estimate. 409 

This results in reach-specific variation in sensitivity to the estimation method for incipient 410 

motion. We found that I* scaled well with tracer displacement (Table 4) and confirmed its 411 

usefulness for assessing coarse particle transport at the EFB.  412 

 413 

We found <X/D> to conform to a linear relation to I*, and variance (σ
2
) to a power-law function, 414 

in agreement to the predictions and findings of Phillips et al. (2013) and Phillips and Jerolmack 415 

(2014) regarding the broad applicability of normalized travel distances and impulse for 416 

characterizing bedload transport (Figure 11). The occurrence of a linear fit supports the notion 417 

that I* may be used to correlate flow strength with travel distance across multiple sites. 418 

However, a linear fit through the origin was far less appropriate than that found by Phillips et al. 419 

(2013). Fits could be greatly improved when only considering the relationship between 420 

confluence reaches: the control reach has similar displacement but higher I* values than reaches 421 

at the upper confluence, giving it the highest residual from the best-fit curve in both cases. We 422 

did not normalize I* by frictional resistance, as it did not prove to significantly improve the 423 

collapse of our tracer data. 424 

 425 

4 Discussion 426 

 427 

4.1 Coarse sediment routing through confluences 428 

 429 



Our study used PIT / RFID technology to provide novel insights into the effect of tributary 430 

confluences on sediment routing through mountain streams. Maximum transport distances along 431 

scour-hole flanks and segregation are similar to the findings of Mosley (1976) and Best (1988). 432 

Because we detect no tracers beyond the extent of the upper confluence, we take the depositional 433 

pattern in Figure 6 to reflect a tendency of our tracers to route along, rather than through, the 434 

scour hole. We see similar depositional patterns for tracers that were detected within the lower 435 

confluence and posit that similar transport corridors apply. We consider these transport patterns 436 

to reflect the controlling influences of ϴ and Qr; the simple upstream planform geometry and 437 

minimal bed discordance (zd) at our sites suggest that those factors exert little influence on 438 

morphodynamics in our study confluences. Observed discordance between scour and tributary 439 

mouth bars at our study confluences (0.6 and 1.4 m, respectively) exceed that of Roy and 440 

Bergeron (1990; ~0 m at ϴ=15), supporting observations that scour is largely absent at low ϴ 441 

values (Benda and Cundy, 1990).  442 

 443 

Our data also agree with the assertions of Best (1988) and others as to how the position and 444 

orientation of the scour hole is influenced by Qr. Increased penetration of flow from the tributary 445 

at the upper confluence, due to higher Qr, forced the scour hole towards the middle of the 446 

confluence, as opposed to the lower confluence where the scour was shifted by greater discharge 447 

from the East Fork Bitterroot. Observed feedbacks between confluence morphology and particle 448 

transport suggest similar confluence morphodynamics as observed in past studies (e.g., Mosley, 449 

1976; Best, 1987; Boyer et al., 2006; Rhoads et al., 2009), though in a higher-gradient, more 450 

headwaters setting than previous work. 451 

 452 

4.2 Effects of confluences on dispersion 453 

Fit quality of the EHS and GEM models support Bradley and Tucker’s (2012) assertion that a 454 

gamma or exponential distribution can approximate the compound Poisson distribution of coarse 455 

tracer displacement in headwater systems. Differences between the EHS and GEM at our site are 456 

almost indistinguishable, whereas Bradley and Tucker (2012) found that the GEM described 457 

observed step lengths than the monotonically decreasing EHS. The strong fits of the EHS and 458 

GEM may reflect the short duration (one flood) of our study; Bradley and Tucker (2012)’s study 459 



spanned four flood events. The quality of these fits is likely to weaken over time as particles 460 

become vertically integrated with the bed (Haschenburger, 2013).  461 

 462 

General accordance to the EHS and GEM models suggests that a thin-tailed model may be 463 

reasonable for describing particle displacement distributions through confluences as well as in 464 

our control reach. The linear collapse in semi-log space observed in Figure 9 further supports this 465 

view, indicating that normalized transport distance (Eq. 1) may serve as an appropriate single-466 

parameter approach to describe tracer displacement at the scale of individual floods. However, 467 

the tail of the distribution diverges from the model fits and exponential regression. This 468 

divergence is evident in our other analyses, which suggest relatively heavy-tailed displacement 469 

distributions and reduced depositional probabilities for coarse sediment within the confluence 470 

zone. Enhanced transport is further suggested by larger transport distances for a given impulse 471 

(Table 4; Figure 10). We therefore assert that coarse particles entering the confluence zone are 472 

less likely to deposit than in the preceding plane bed reach, and that particles exposed to the 473 

greater dimensionless impulse beyond the confluence travel farther distances than those that do 474 

not enter the confluence.  475 

 476 

4.3 Confluences and large-scale sediment routing 477 

 478 

We therefore propose a conceptual model where equilibrium confluences have the effect of 479 

enhancing coarse bedload transport and dispersion downstream. Tracers moving through 480 

confluences show greater transport distances for a given I* and reduced depositional 481 

probabilities in the confluence itself. This would distort the spatial distribution of a population of 482 

coarse particles in the Lagrangian field perspective, where front-runner tracers are preferentially 483 

routed through confluences and the overall spatial distribution distorted in the downstream 484 

direction. Tracer transport dynamics were reasonably well-fitted by thin-tailed models, but not 485 

for far-traveling tracers. The differences we observe between confluence and non-confluence 486 

reaches are subtle, but this effect may increase as particles are routed through successive 487 

confluences.  488 

 489 



This conceptual model applies to confluence morphology that is governed by hydraulics and 490 

sediment supply typical of snowmelt-dominated hydrographs, as opposed to confluences 491 

influenced by recent disturbance. We consider our model within the context of Benda et al.’s 492 

(2004) Network Variance Model, to consider the effects of confluences at the scale of headwater 493 

river networks. The NVM considers that the likelihood of morphologically significant 494 

perturbations to mainstem channels, in the form of large sediment deposits, increases in the 495 

vicinity of confluences due to upstream disturbance. Our sites, where recent tributary 496 

disturbances are absent, diverge from this model, such that sediment can propagate, unhindered 497 

by recent sediment deposits, through confluence zones, and indeed, transport is enhanced rather 498 

than impeded across our equilibrium confluences. Our work expands, rather than refutes, the 499 

NVM by suggesting that confluences play morphologically important roles with respect to 500 

sediment routing both in and outside of disturbance-dominated headwater systems.  501 

 502 

We hypothesize, based on our findings above, that sediment routing through individual 503 

equilibrium confluences influences routing at the larger basin scale in mountain watersheds. As 504 

the equilibrium confluence is contingent on high Qr, ϴ, and other physical controls, we would 505 

expect certain basin types to accumulate confluence effects to a greater extent than others, 506 

according to basin shape, drainage density, and network geometry (Benda et al., 2004). As an 507 

illustrative example, we compare the EFB basin to a similarly sized basin (Tin Cup Creek), 35 508 

km to the west in the Bitterroot Range (Figure 12). The morphology of basins in the Bitterroot 509 

versus Sapphire Mountains differs considerably as a result of differences in erosive history and 510 

lithology. The Bitterroot are formerly glaciated and have granitic rock, with U-shaped valleys, 511 

elongate basins, and trellis drainage networks. The unglaciated Sapphires, in contrast, have V-512 

shaped valleys, compact basins, and dendritic networks. Comparing these basin types, basins 513 

such as those in the Sapphire Range (e.g., the upper EFB basin) have larger tributary channels of 514 

increasing order (Strahler, 1952), where tributary discharges scale with increased mainstem flow, 515 

and a greater number and downstream extent of equilibrium confluences than the elongate basins 516 

(Benda et al., 2004) that largely define basins such as the Bitterroot. This suggests that basin 517 

shape, itself a function of lithology and climate, may inform the dispersive behavior of a coarse 518 

bedload population in locations lacking recent disturbance and corresponding confluence 519 



deposits. This would determine the setting where confluences would be expected to enact a 520 

cumulative and significant effect on coarse sediment transport. 521 

 522 

Understanding the extent to which equilibrium confluences affect basin-scale routing requires 523 

further insight into coarse bedload connectivity in mountain rivers. Our conceptual model 524 

assumes steady progression of coarse sediment downstream in a plane-bed morphology; 525 

however, discontinuity in coarse sediment transfer can emerge when competence is reduced and 526 

particles enter long-term storage (e.g., Tooth et al., 2002; Hooke, 2003; Fryirs, 2013; Bracken et 527 

al., 2015). Certain channel morphologies exhibit bedload particle displacements between 528 

morphologic units (e.g., bars; Pyrce and Ashmore, 2003), which can result in disconnectivity if 529 

bedform-scale aggradation exceeds rates of removal (Hooke, 2003). The unique dispersive 530 

patterns we observe at the scale of individual confluences must be analyzed across multiple 531 

confluences, over multiple floods, and within other channel morphologies, to quantify the extent 532 

of their influence over large-scale patterns of sediment routing. 533 

 534 

5 Conclusion 535 

 536 

Our tracer study, the first to date of coarse-sediment routing through mountain-river confluences, 537 

showed that in gravel-bed headwater systems, tributary confluences represent geomorphically 538 

unique locations that locally affect patterns of sediment routing. At the reach scale, coarse 539 

sediment is routed through confluences along the flanks of a well-defined scour hole, in 540 

agreement with observations and flume studies from other gravel-bed systems. Transport 541 

distance of mobilized clasts through the confluence zone is less dependent on grain size than in 542 

the plane-bed channel morphology, especially for larger grains. Distributions of particle 543 

displacement were along the thin-heavy tail threshold; longer-term monitoring would elucidate 544 

the evolution of tail characteristics. Regardless of thin or heavy-tailed transport, confluence 545 

reaches generally featured a “heavier” distribution of displacement distances and a greater 546 

proportion of tracers in the tail. We therefore found confluence reaches to impart greater 547 

transport distances and dispersive growth compared to the plane-bed channel morphology, even 548 

when particles did not progress beyond the downstream extent of the confluence itself. Our study 549 



also illustrates the utility of tracer studies using PIT / RFID technology for providing field-based 550 

insights into sediment transport dynamics. 551 

 552 

We proposed a conceptual model where equilibrium headwater confluences alter patterns of 553 

dispersion and enhance downstream transport. According to the sediment cascade framework of 554 

Fryirs (2013), this would classify equilibrium confluences as an enhanced longitudinal linkage 555 

compared to the plane-bed channel morphology. Combined with the work of Benda et al. (2004) 556 

and others, we suggest that the location of confluences influences sediment routing patterns and, 557 

in the case of upstream disturbances, responses to sediment pulses, in headwater systems both 558 

with and without disturbance-derived sediment deposits. Longer-term sediment transport studies 559 

across confluence and non-confluence reaches, combined with analysis of changes in bed 560 

elevation and texture in intervening reaches to place the work in a mass conservation framework, 561 

would further clarify sediment routing patterns in mountain channel networks and thus inform  562 

a range of problems, including solid-phase contaminant transport (Bradley et al., 2010), 563 

cosmogenic radionuclide accumulation (Gayer et al., 2008), sediment budgeting (Malmon et al., 564 

2005), and the duration and topographic impact of pulses on aquatic habitat (Lisle et al., 2001).  565 
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Tables 752 

 753 

Table 1: Channel morphology and bed-material grain-size characteristics at each study reach. 754 

Width and depth values are bankfull dimensions, as measured along surveyed cross-sections; Qr, 755 

θ, and zd are illustrated and defined in Figure 1. Upper and lower confluences reaches are 756 

denoted with (U) and (L), respectively.  757 

 758 

Study Reach S 
Width 

(m) 

Depth 

(m) 

D50 

(m) 

D84 

(m) 
Qr

a
 (avg) ϴ 

zd 

(m) 

Moose Creek (U) 0.018 11 0.76 0.05 0.10 
0.63 

8

6° 
0.16 

Martin Creek (U) 0.029 7 0.94 0.06 0.15 

Control Reach 0.016 15 0.78 0.06 0.13 – – – 

Martin Creek (L) 0.017 15 0.80 0.07 0.12 
0.45 

8

1° 
0 

East Fk. Bitterroot (L) 0.016 16 1.03 0.07 0.14 

a
 calculated by dividing the smaller trunk stream by volume over the mainstem. Qr = Q(Moose)/Q(Martin) in the 759 

upper confluence, and Q(Martin)/Q(East Fork) in the lower confluence.  760 

 761 

  762 



Table 2: Tracer recovery and transport statistics by study reach 763 

Study Reach n
a
 nrec

b
 

Recovery 

(%) 
D50 (m) (X+ σ)tot (m)

c
 

(X+ σ)mob 

(m) 

Xmax 

(m) 

Moose Creek (U) 65 53 82 0.077 7.4+6.6 8.5+6.4 24.5 

Martin Creek (U) 62 42 68 0.081 3.8+4.1 4.4+4.1 20.6 

Control Reach 97 83 86 0.080 4.2+5.3 4.9+5.4 22.7 

Martin Creek (L) 103 71 68 0.082 14.6+22.9 16.4+24 133 

East Fk. Bitterroot 

(L) 

101 74 73 0.080 47.4+56.3 49.4+56.6 211 

a
 number of tracers deployed  764 

b
 number of tracers recovered 765 

c
 X is average transport distance, σ is standard deviation 766 

* “tot” and “mob” describe (1) the total tracer population and (2) tracers moving beyond 0.5 meters 767 

  768 



Table 3: Tracer statistics derived from two stochastic models of tracer transport and dispersion: 769 

Einstein-Hubbell-Sayre (EHS) and the Yang-Sayre Gamma Exponential Model (GEM). 770 

 EHS GEM 

Study Reach X σ CV
a
 X σ CV 

Moose Creek 

(U) 

6.7 5.7 0.86 6.6 5.7 0.87 

Martin Creek 

(U) 

3.8 3.8 1.0 3.8 3.9 1.0 

Control Reach 4.2 4.6 1.1 4.2 4.6 1.1 

Martin Creek (L) 15.6 24.6 1.6 16.2 25.1 1.6 

East Fk. 

Bitterroot (L) 

43.9 61.4 1.4 43.7 61.0 1.4 

a
 coefficient of variation 771 

b
 The values presented here incorporate estimates of critical Shields stress calculated from Eq. 4 (Mueller et al., 772 

2005); results are nearly identical if Eq. 6 is used instead. 773 

  774 



Table 4: Critical shear velocity (Uc*) and dimensionless impulse (I*) at each study reach. 775 

 𝛕𝐜,𝐌𝐮𝐞𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐫
∗  𝛕𝐜,𝐑𝐞𝐜𝐤𝐢𝐧𝐠

∗  

Study Reach 𝛕𝐜
∗ U

*
c (m/s) I

*
 𝛕𝐜

∗ U
*
c (m/s) I

*
 

Moose Creek (U) 0.06 0.23 602000 0.08 0.27 14900 

Martin Creek (U) 0.08 0.29 310000 0.11 0.34 37600 

Control Reach 0.06 0.23 425000 0.07 0.25 88400 

Martin Creek (L) 0.06 0.25 1200000 0.09 0.31 86000 

East Fk. Bitterroot (L) 0.06 0.25 1900000 0.07 0.29 577000 

 776 
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Figures 778 

 779 

 780 

Figure 1: Flow (top left) and morphology (bottom left) in a gravel-bed confluence (after Best, 781 

1987). Key variables influencing hydraulics and morphology include discharge ratio (Qr), 782 

junction angle (θ), bed discordance (zd), and upstream planform geometry (not pictured). 783 

 784 



 785 

Figure 2: Study area, including location within the East Fork Bitterroot River’s headwaters 786 

(upper left) and three study sites: upper and lower confluences and a control reach, outlined in 787 

yellow; individual reaches in which PIT-tagged particles were seeded are outlined in red. 788 

 789 

 790 

 791 

 792 

 793 



 794 

 795 

Figure 3: Stage hydrograph during spring 2014 runoff period at lower confluence (East Fork 796 

Bitterroot River) study site. Estimated bankfull level, based on cross-section topography 797 

surveyed at transducer location, is shown as horizontal dotted line. 798 
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 813 

Figure 4: Grain size distribution of tagged tracers (red) and streambed (black) composite over all 814 

study sites.  815 
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 832 

Figure 5: Tracer positions at initial installation (left) and following the 2014 flood (right) at (A) 833 

the upper confluence, (B) control reach, and (C) lower confluence reaches. 834 

 835 



 836 

Figure 6: Digitized patch map of bedforms and tracer recovery positions at the (A) upper and (B) 837 

lower confluences.  838 

 839 



 840 

Figure 7: Einstein-Hubbell-Sayre (EHS) and Yang-Sayre (GEM) model fits for (A) Moose 841 

Creek, (B) Martin Creek (upper), (C) the control reach, (D) Martin Creek (lower), and (E) the 842 

East Fork Bitterroot River. R
2
 fit differences between the two models were < 0.01, so we present 843 

their shared fit values here. 844 

 845 



 846 

Figure 8: Spatial distribution of tracer positions at the time of initial deployment (pre) and after 847 

the 2014 flood (post) for (A) the upper confluence, (B) the control reach, and (C) the lower 848 

confluence. The confluence zones are bracketed with dotted vertical lines. Note the altered x-axis 849 

scale in (C).  850 
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 852 

Figure 9: Normalized transport distances (Xn; Eq. 1) in all five study reaches. 853 
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 871 

Figure 10: Cumulative exceedance distributions of travel distance for the upper confluence, 872 

lower confluence, and control reach.  873 
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 890 

Figure 11: Linear and power-law relations between dimensionless impulse and (A) <X/D> and 891 

(B) σ
2
. 892 
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 900 

 901 

Figure 12: Typical basin shapes and tributary sizes in the (A) Sapphire Mountains (East Fork 902 

Bitterroot River) and (B) Bitterroot Range (Tin Cup Creek). These basins are of similar drainage 903 

area, but differ in lithology, erosional history, basin morphology, and potential sediment routing.  904 


